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1. WHY TO PUBLISH WITH US

Before we read on the arguments of what should make you publish with us we urge you to answer the following few questions for yourself - both as a researcher and a knowledge enthusiast

- What makes you publish a research finding?
- What do you expect post publishing a research paper?
- How do you feel when you have to pay an exorbitant fee to read a fellow researchers article?
- How do you think the readers of your articles will feel when they have to pay to gain from your articles?

Your answers are no different from a majority of other researchers and knowledge enthusiast. The slim availability and high fees act as a deterrent for the reach of your research findings.

In our regular interaction with a wide range of researchers we have identified the top three things that a researcher expects post publishing a research finding

- Readers need to know the "Researchers" accomplishment "Recognition of their Work"
- Readers need to know who the "Researchers" are "Recognition of Self"
- Open up avenues for them for future collaborative research by increasing their reach and network "Better Future Prospects"

The biggest roadblock for a researcher not being able to accomplish the above three lies in the "incompetence" of the publication houses handling their research findings. Most of the research papers either doesn't reach the intended recipients or reaches a very few of them.

At Advanced Research Publications we put you needs and aspirations at the heart of our business and hence follow the "Open Access Model" of publishing research papers.

Mentioned under are the key features of this methodology:

**What is Open Access?**

Open Access stands for unrestricted access and unrestricted reuse. Open access (OA) is the practice of providing unrestricted access via the Internet to peer-reviewed scholarly journals published work such as research papers and articles, thesis, case study, research report and monographs.

**Why Open Access Publications?**

Open Access puts research instantly at the fingertips of anyone who cares to read. Researchers can find and access any relevant work from anywhere in the world with no price barrier. That means science and discovery will advance faster. This increases the reach of your research and hence increasing your reader base and visibility.

**Benefits of Open Access**

- **Accelerated discovery** with open access, any researcher can read and build on the findings of others without restriction or without paying any fee. This accelerates authors' discoveries among all masses worldwide in a shorter span of time.
- **Public enrichment** Most of the scientific, medical and management research is paid using public funds via the government bodies or non-profit making organizations. Open access deservedly
allows taxpayers to witness results of their investment and helps build credibility of the researcher/research organisation.

- **Improved Education Open access** ensures that teachers, students, junior research fellows and knowledge enthusiasts etc have access to the latest research findings throughout the world.

- **Better visibility for researchers' received scholarship** When articles are publicly available, researchers' scholarship is available to anyone who might search for it. That means more readers, more recognition, and more impact for each article. In fact, recent studies have shown that open-access articles are cited by other authors more frequently as compared to articles that aren't openly available.

- **Avoiding duplication**: Researchers hate to waste time and money conducting a study if they know it has been attempted elsewhere. Duplication of efforts and research is all-too possible when researchers can't effectively communicate with one another and make results known to others in their field and beyond. Open access helps in spreading the research work accomplished with others who aim to start a similar/same research work. One a research is known about it stops duplication of efforts while building a platform for further enhancement of the initial work.

- **Citation Benefits** The main motivation for most authors to publish in an open-access journal is increased visibility and ultimately a citation advantage. Research citations of articles in a hybrid open-access journal have shown that open-access articles are cited more frequently or earlier than non-open-access articles.

---

**Section Policies**

**EDITORIAL**

- Open Submissions
- Indexed
- Peer Reviewed

**RESEARCH ARTICLE**

- Open Submissions
- Indexed
- Peer Reviewed

**REVIEW ARTICLE**

- Open Submissions
- Indexed
- Peer Reviewed

**ARTICLES**

- Open Submissions
- Indexed
- Peer Reviewed
**Open Access Policy**

This journal provides immediate open access to its content on the principle that making research freely available to the public supports a greater global exchange of knowledge.

**Archiving**

This journal utilizes the LOCKSS system to create a distributed archiving system among participating libraries and permits those libraries to create permanent archives of the journal for purposes of preservation and restoration.

**Benefits with Advanced Research Journals**

- **Publishing Type**: Online with Open Access This gives you all the advantages mentioned above for open access journals
- **Coverage Area**: We have a range of 111+ journals covering various subjects from the field of science, technology, medicine and management science.
- **Recognition and Acceptance of Research work**: Authors' researches get full recognition among intellectual community without any constraints acting as a catalyst for opening up more lucrative future prospects for the author
- **Wider Audience/Reader base**: Open Access allows the research finding be published on the internet without any price, or access constraint giving the researcher a wider base of audience to reach
- **Elevated Visibility**: We guarantee the visibility of manuscripts on all search engines and indexing databases
- **Enhanced Citation occurrences**: The Authors' research published in an open access format get more frequent citation in other author’s research papers and sites.
2. Publication Ethics & Publication Malpractice Statement

(Based COPE’s Best Practice Guidelines for Journal Editors)

Ethical Guidelines for Journal Publication

*International Journal of Nursing & Midwifery Research (ISSN: 2455-9318)* is committed to ensuring ethics in publication and quality of articles. Conformance to standards of ethical behavior is therefore expected of all parties involved: Editors, Authors, Reviewers, and the Publisher.

**General Duties and Responsibilities of Editors**

Editors should be responsible for everything published in their journals. They should:

- Strive to meet the needs of readers and authors;
- Constantly improve the journal;
- Ensure the quality of the material they publish;
- Champion freedom of expression;
- Maintain the integrity of the academic record;
- Preclude business needs from compromising intellectual standards;
- Always be willing to publish corrections, clarifications, retractions and apologies when needed.
- Ensure that the authors have informed the readers about who has funded research and about the role of funders in the research.
- Accept or reject a paper for publication based only on the paper’s importance, originality, clarity, and the study’s relevance to the remit of the journal.
- Ensure that the peer review process is published.
- Ensure that the Journals should have a declared mechanism for authors to appeal against Editorial decisions.
- Ensure that the journal publish guidance to authors on everything that is expected of them. This guidance should be regularly updated and should refer or link to this code.
- Not reverse decisions to accept submissions unless serious problems are identified with the submission.
- Not overturn decisions to publish submissions made by the previous Editor unless serious problems are identified.
- Publish guidance to reviewers on everything that is expected of them. This guidance should be regularly updated and should refer or link to COPE’s best practices.
- Have systems to ensure that peer reviewers’ identities are protected - unless they have an open review system that is declared to authors and reviewers.
- Have systems to ensure that material submitted to their journal remains confidential while under review.
• Follow the procedure set out in the COPE flowchart as far as complaints are concerned.
• Ensure that cogent criticisms of published work are published unless Editors have convincing reasons why they cannot be. Authors of criticized material should be given the opportunity to respond.
• Ensure that the studies reporting negative results should not be excluded.
• Ensure that the research material they publish conforms to internationally accepted ethical guidelines. They should seek assurances that all research has been approved by an appropriate body (e.g. research ethics committee, institutional review board). However, they should recognize that such approval does not guarantee that the research is ethical.
• Protect the confidentiality of individual information (e.g. that obtained through the doctor-patient relationship). It is therefore almost always necessary to obtain written informed consent from patients described in case reports and photographs of patients. It may be possible to publish without explicit consent if the report is important to public health (or is in some other way important); consent would be unusually burdensome to obtain; and a reasonable individual would be unlikely to object to publication (all three conditions must be met).
• Have a duty to act if they suspect misconduct. This duty extends to both published and unpublished papers. They should not simply reject papers that raise concerns about possible misconduct. They are ethically obliged to pursue alleged cases. They should first seek a response from those accused. If they are not satisfied with the response, they should ask the relevant employers or some appropriate body (perhaps a regulatory body) to investigate. They should make all reasonable efforts to ensure that a proper investigation is conducted; if this does not happen, Editors should make all reasonable attempts to persist in obtaining a solution to the problem. This is an onerous but important duty.
• Ensure integrity of the academic record. Whenever it is recognized that a significant inaccuracy, misleading statement or distorted report has been published, it must be corrected promptly and with due prominence. If, after an appropriate investigation, an item proves to be fraudulent, it should be retracted. The retraction should be clearly identifiable to readers and indexing systems.
• Make decisions on which articles to publish based on quality and suitability for readers rather than for immediate financial or political gain of the authors, publishers, or owner of the journal.
• Have declared policies on advertising in relation to the content of the journal and on processes for publishing supplements. Misleading advertisements must be refused, and Editors must be willing to publish criticisms, according to the same criteria used for material in the rest of the journal. Reprints should be published as they appear in the journal unless a correction is to be added.
• Have systems for managing their own conflicts of interest as well as those of their staff, authors, reviewers and Editorial board members.

General Responsibility of Authors

Authors should follow the ethical codes of publications. They should:

• Present an objective discussion of the significance of research work as well as sufficient detail and references to permit others to replicate the experiments.
• Ensure that fraudulent or knowingly inaccurate statements are not given.
• Ensure that review articles should also be objective, comprehensive, and accurate.
• Ensure that their work is entirely original work, and if the work and/or words of others have been used, this has been appropriately acknowledged. Plagiarism in all its forms constitutes unethical publishing behavior and is unacceptable.
• Not submit the same manuscript to more than one journal concurrently.
• Ensure that there is full consensus of all co-authors in approving the final version of the paper and its submission for publication, and that the corresponding author empowered on their behalf can submit the article.

**General Responsibility of Reviewers**

Reviewers have an important role in publication. They should:

• Treat any manuscript submitted to them as confidential document.
• Privileged information or ideas obtained through peer review must be kept confidential and should not be used for personal advantage.
• Review the manuscript objectively, and observations should be formulated clearly with supporting arguments, so that authors can use them for improving the paper.
• Report promptly if they feel unqualified to review the research reported in a manuscript.
• Not consider manuscripts in which they have conflicts of interest resulting from competitive, collaborative, or other relationships or connections with any of the authors, companies, or institutions connected to the papers.

### 3. SPECIAL ISSUES

Advanced Research Publications is publishing 80+ Journals from the domains of Science, Technology, Medical, Arts, MCA & Management. We welcome Special Issues from these domains. The Special Issues aim to publish advance research in the specific Journals and as per the areas covered in their scope. We publish Special issues throughout the year with no barriers of the frequency.

**Conditions for the Special Issues:**

1. Registration fees of Rs. 10,000/- is fixed and definitive for the Special Issues.
2. Online Publication is free with life time Open access but subscription of the print copies of the Special Issues/Proceedings will be mandatory.
3. Any Journal will publish only one Special issue in a month’s time. In case any other issue has been published in that specific month then the other will be put on hold to be published in the other month.
4. Special issues will contain minimum 12 – 15 articles in a issue.
5. Manuscripts will be submitted in single column with title of the manuscript, Authors name with their complete affiliation and referencing pattern will be adhered as per ADR Publications.
6. Manuscripts should not exceed 8,000 – 9,000 words which also include figures, tables and appendices.
7. Plagiarism will be checked at the end of ADR Publications.
8. Review process will be complete responsibility of the organizing committee of the Special Issue.
9. Copyright forms will be owned by ADR Publications and can be downloaded from the website www.adrpublications.in
10. Basic Copy editing and formatting will be provided by ADR Publications.
11. Organizing committee of the Special issue will provide us with the below details:
   - Title of the Special Issue
   - Relevance of the Special issue
   - List of potential contributors
   - Name and affiliation of the Guest Editor(s) and Review Panel
   - Title and affiliation of all the authorities responsible in organizing the Special issue
   - Editorial for the Special Issue
   - Timeline for submission, review process and final acceptance.

For further information on special issues terms and conditions, please contact info@adrpublications.in

4. AUTHOR GUIDELINES

- The article should be submitted in word file and in single column.
- Original file should not contain any information about the authors to ensure a blind peer review. Authors' details should be provided in a cover letter, which should be submitted separately as a supplementary file.
- American English should be followed.
- Abstract and Keywords are mandatory in case of Research article, Review article and Case study. In case of medical journals, abstract should be subdivided into headings like Objective, Method, Result, Conclusion etc.
- Figure captions should be provided below the figures.
- Table captions should be provided below the tables.
- References should be provided in Vancouver style.
- Font type, size, margin and other formatting details will be taken care of by the Formatting Team of ADR Publications.

5. REFERENCING PATTERN

References should be given at the end of the manuscript. Abbreviated names of journals should be used. References should be cited in their present language, and should not be translated. The reference list should only include works that have been published or accepted for publication. Personal communications (or any unpublished work) should only be mentioned in the text. References could include following publications:
Journal Article

- **One Author:**

- **Two or Three Authors:**

- **More than Three Authors:**

Book

- **A Single Author:**

- **Two or Three Authors:**

- **More than Three Authors:**

- **Style for Books with an Editor(s):**

- **Style for a Book Chapter:**

Dissertation/Thesis


Conference/Proceedings


Monograph


Web site

Newspapers article (in print)


Newspaper article (online)


Software & Manuals


World Wide Web Pages


6. EDITORIAL POLICY

Editorial board is a very privileged and honorable position in Journal(s) Publication. As manuscript is a valuable document and needs to be protected from any exploitation. But just for the betterment of our system, please find our Editorial policies cited below:

- Editors are always requested not to cite, refer and refrain from using the information it embodies for advancement of their own research.
- Editors should consciously adopt a positive and impartial attitude towards the manuscript under review.
- In case an Editor feels that the related manuscript is not of their interest then they may assign the manuscript to some related Reviewer.
- Editorial Board can make the Reviewer board completely on their decision.
- Advanced Research Journal(s) review should be carried out as per the time lines. In case there are too hard deadlines then we will inform the concerned Editor accordingly.
- We request you to not discuss the manuscript with the Authors directly. Our user friendly system intimates the Author about every action being taken on his manuscript and then we follow from there.
- Advanced Research Journals, Publication Management Team expects the Editors to monitor the status of manuscript especially for the decision as Revision, Acceptance, Rejection of the article.
- Editor’s decision is the only final decision for any manuscript but in case there is any dispute then the advice will be taken from the Advisory Board and the decision will be taken by the Publication Management Team.
- Critical comments should be dispassionately in the comments intended for Authors and harsh remarks avoided.
• Editorial Boards any review decision should not be implied as conditions of Acceptance. It is very important to provide decision as Accept/ Reject or Revision required.

• Advanced Research Journal does not expect any comments from the Editorial board regarding Grammar check, layout or English corrections as we have a separate team dedicated for the same but yes any assistance for the same will be highly appreciated.

• Advanced Research Journals Publication management Team is always thankful to all the Reviewer/ Referees comments but are completely dependent upon the final decision to come from the editorial board.

In the above norms, support from the information provided in the guidelines of Council of Science Editors has been taken.)

---

7. EDITORS MANAGEMENT MODULE

Advanced Research Journal(s) is being supported by an Eminent and distinguished group of researchers, scientists and academicians who constitute a part of our Editorial Board. They bring with them their valuable experience and critical acclaim in their respective fields of study both within the country and internationally.

The Editorial Board holds a vital position in publication. The selection and review process lies completely in their hands. In case there is ever any dispute in the Editor(s) decision then Publication Management Team takes part in decision making. The Editorial board is an excellent example of Academic Knowledge amalgamating with their specific expertise related to the scope of specific Journal.

Editor’s Management Module facilitates management of complete manuscripts, from the unassigned manuscript, selection of manuscript for review, Editing i.e. detail review, assigning them to referees/ reviewers and seeking their comments, providing the final comment and decision (Accept/ Revision Required/ Resubmit/ Reject) for the article.
8. REVIEWER POLICY

Reviewer board is a very privileged and honorable position in Journal(s) Publication. As manuscript is a valuable document and needs to be protected from any exploitation. But just for the betterment of our system, please find our Reviewer policies cited below:

- Reviewers are always requested not to cite, refer and refrain from using the information it embodies for advancement of their own research.
- Reviewers should consciously adopt a positive and impartial attitude towards the manuscript under review.
- In case a Reviewer feels that the related manuscript is not of their interest then they should inform the Editor about the same or should send an email at info@adrpublications.in
- Advanced Research Journal(s) review should be carried out as per the time lines. In case there are too hard deadlines then we will inform the concerned Editor accordingly.
- We request you to not discuss the manuscript with the Authors directly. Our user friendly system intimates the Author about every action being taken on his manuscript and then we follow from there.
- Advanced Research Journals, Publication Management Team expects the Editors/ Reviewer to monitor the status of manuscript especially for the decision as Revision, Acceptance, Rejection of the article.
- Reviewers decision is the only final decision for any manuscript but in case there is any dispute then the advice will be taken from the Advisory Board and the decision will be taken by the Publication Management Team.
- Critical comments should be dispassionately in the comments intended for Authors and harsh remarks avoided.
- Reviewer Boards any review comment should not be implied as conditions of Acceptance. The final decision as Accept/ Reject or Revision required will be taken by the Editorial board.
- Advanced Research Journal does not expect any comments from the Reviewer board regarding grammar check, layout or English corrections as we have a separate team dedicated for the same but yes any assistance for the same will be highly appreciated.
- Advanced Research Journals Publication management Team is always thankful to all the Reviewer/ Referees comments.
- In the above norms, support from the information provided in the guidelines of Council of Science Editors has been taken.

9. KEY POINTS FOR THE SUITABILITY/ SELECTION OF THE MANUSCRIPT
• Originality-The manuscript should have proper references to signify the addition or support of the research already published or available through literature.
• Suitable for the Journals as per its Scope.
• Author Guidelines should be properly followed.
• Appropriateness in approach of experimental design, accuracy of experimental techniques, methods, results etc.
• Appropriate Conclusion
• Relevance citation and their up to date inclusion obvious omission(s) if any.
• Relevance of figures and titles
• Clarity of legends and titles
• Presentation altogether, considering writing style, clarity in expression.

10. **Plagiarism Policy**

Advanced Research Journals primarily checks the plagiarism through our internal software and rejects the article stating plagiarism offence. *Plagiarism is an offence. It is the "wrongful appropriation" and "stealing and publication" of another author's "language, thoughts, ideas, or expressions" and the representation of them as one's own original work.*

If in case the article is non-plagiarized then we ask the author to submit the copyright form. We process the article only after we receive the Copyright/Declaration forms from the Author.

11. **COPYRIGHT NOTICE**

**Declaration and Copyright Transfer Form**

*(to be completed by authors)*

We, the undersigned, give an undertaking to the following effect with regard to our article entitled

“________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

________” submitted for publication in (Journal title)

________________________________, Vol. __________, Year __________ :-

1. The article mentioned above has not been published or submitted to or accepted for publication in any form, in any other journal.
2. We also vouchsafe that the authorship of this article will not be contested by anyone whose name(s) is/are not listed by us here.
3. I/We declare that I/We contributed significantly towards the research study i.e., (a) conception, design and/or analysis and interpretation of data and to (b) drafting the article or revising it critically for important intellectual content and on (c) final approval of the version to be published.
4. I/We hereby acknowledge ADRs conflict of interest policy requirement to scrupulously avoid direct and indirect conflicts of interest and, accordingly, hereby agree to promptly inform the editor or editor's designee of any business, commercial, or other proprietary support, relationships, or interests that I/We
may have which relate directly or indirectly to the subject of the work.

5. I/We also agree to the authorship of the article in the following sequence:-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors' Names (in sequence)</th>
<th>Signature of Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. ________________________</td>
<td>_____________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. ________________________</td>
<td>_____________________</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Important

(I). All the authors are required to sign independently in this form in the sequence given above. In case an author has left the institution/ country and whose whereabouts are not known, the senior author may sign on his/ her behalf taking the responsibility.

(ii). No addition/ deletion/ or any change in the sequence of the authorship will be permissible at a later stage, without valid reasons and permission of the Editor.

(iii). If the authorship is contested at any stage, the article will be either returned or will not be processed for publication till the issue is solved.

12. PRIVACY STATEMENT

The names and email addresses entered in this journal site will be used exclusively for the stated purposes of this journal and will not be made available for any other purpose or to any other party.
13. ABOUT THIS PUBLISHING SYSTEM

OJS Editorial and Publishing Process

Author
- Submission
  Author uploads file to journal Web site, and enters metadata for OAI indexing

Submission Review
- Author can track process, see files, reviews, revise and resubmit, at editor’s request

Submission Editing
- Authors reviews copyedits and proofreads galleys

Editor and Section Editor
- 1. Submission Queue
  Editor assigns submission to Section Editor to see through the editorial process

- 2. Submission Review
  a) Check submission
  b) Conduct peer review
  c) Reach editorial decision

- 3. Submission Editing
  a) Copyedit submission
  b) Layout of formatted galleys
  c) Proofread galleys

Journal Manager, Reviewer, Copyeditor, Layout Editor, and Proofreader
- Journal Management
  Setup and configure journal, enroll editors, reviewers, copyeditors, proofreaders.

- Select Reviewers
  Editor invites reviewers from database with interests, load

- Review Conducted
  Reviewer submits review and recommendation (which may be rated by editor)

Key
- Journal Manager
- Editor
- Section Editor
- Reviewer
- Copyeditor
- Layout Editor
- Proofreader
- Author
- Reader

Open Journal Systems is an open source development of the Public Knowledge Project.
http://pkp.sfu.ca

Copyediting

Layout
- Layout Editor prepares galleys in HTML, PDF, PS, etc.

Proofreading

Issue Management
- 4. Issue Management
  a) Create issues
  b) Schedule submissions
  c) Organize Table of Contents

Submission Archive
- Complete records kept of submission process for published and declined items

Current Issue
- Offering immediate open access or delayed open access, with subscriptions

Journal Archive
- Browsing issues, with indexing by OAI search engines, as well as Google, etc.
14. Cancellation Policy

For Author:

- We will be cancelling the publication of any article for which the copyright has not been submitted. Copyright form is mandatory as explained above in Point 10.
- The DOI is payable but cannot be allotted till the author provides the Orcid id. The payment submitted will be considered to be cancelled and non-refundable. It is mandates to submit the orcid-id of the corresponding author.
- The publisher can cancel the Journal but the published paper will be moved to another related Journal with Authors permission.

For Subscriber:

- All orders are considered to be confirmed once the payment is credited to us.
- Any request for the order cancellation will not be accepted in case the first issue has been dispatched or online access has been activated.
- Please feel free to write us at info@adrpublications.in.

15. Customer Service

Please feel free to connect with ADR Publications 24*7 for enquiries concerning subscription orders, existing subscriptions, single issue orders, address changes, access problems, pricing queries, and claims for missing issues. Should you experience difficulties browsing the ADR Journal(s), please see our page on www.adrpublications.in

Contact Details:-

ADR Publications
LG-37, Arora Shoppers Park, Shakti Khand-II, Indirapuram, Ghaziabad-201014, U.P, India
Ph: +91-7827161002
Email- info@adrpublications.in

16. Payment

The payment needs to be made towards Advanced Research Publications through cheque/DD or NEFT:

NEFT Details
Bank Name: Bank of India
Bank Location: Indirapuram, Ghaziabad
Account Number: 712320110000600
Account Type: Current
Accounts Name: Advanced Research Publications
IFSC: BKID0007123
17. Refund Policy

The subscription amount will not be refunded if any Journal ceases its publication. The institute may select any other Journal from the same bouquet in such a case or it can be adjusted in the next Calendar Year.

18. Shipping & Delivery Policy

- The Journals will be dispatched in INDIA through Indian Registered/ Speed post.
- Tracking number of the registered post will be provided right after the dispatch of the Journals.
- Claims for the non-receipt of the post after 40 days of the mail from the dispatch date will not be considered.
- Claims due to wrong or incomplete address will not be entertained.
- The Journals would be dispatched along with the Challan for the record. ADR requests to kindly revert within a week of receipt in case of any concerns.

19. Disclaimer

Warranties and Liability

ADR Publications makes every effort to ensure the accuracy of all the information (the “Content”) contained in its publications. However, the ADR Publications and its agents make no representations or warranties whatsoever as to the accuracy, completeness or suitability for any purpose of the Content and disclaim all such representations and warranties whether express or implied to the maximum extent permitted by law. While the content of this site is provided in good faith, we do not warrant that the information will be kept up to date, be true and not misleading, or that this site will always (or ever) be available for use. Any views expressed in this publication are the views of the authors and are not necessarily the views of the Editor/s or E-International Journals of Academic & Scientific Research.

The appearance of advertisements in the journal is not a warranty, endorsement, or approval of the products or services advertised or of their effectiveness, quality or safety. The publisher and the editor(s) disclaim responsibility for any injury to persons or property resulting from any ideas, methods, instructions or products referred to in the content or advertisements.

Links to other websites and Products

ADR Publications may contain Links to other websites operated by other parties. The links are provided purely for the educational purposes. We are unable to provide any warranty regarding the accuracy or completeness of the content of such sites, or the reliability, quality or effectiveness of any products provided through external websites. Such links do not imply endorsement of material of any other site and ADR Publications disclaims all liability with regard to your access of such linked websites.
Copyright
Scientific publications appearing in ADR Publications have been rigorously refereed, carefully quality-improved, and professionally selected by our editorial staff. These publications, and all parts thereof, are therefore protected by copyright. This covers the exclusive rights of the publisher to sell, to reproduce (by any means, including photographic or electronic), to distribute (including via photocopies, reprints, or electronic means), and to store (on microfilm, in electronic data bases, on video disks, etc.) this material. The acceptance regulations of a manuscript for publication automatically include the consent of the author(s) to transfer the copyright to the publisher. Permission for exceptions to these rules must be obtained in writing from the publisher at the time of manuscript submission. Photocopies may be made for personal or in-house use beyond the limitations stipulated under Copyright Law.

Law and Jurisdiction
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